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SUMM4RY

A study was made to determine the,effeet of rotation on -the
@aamic -stress distribution in vibrating cantilever beams. The
results of a mathematical analysis are presented together with ex-
perimental results obtained by means of stroboscopic photographs
and strain gages.>The theoratioal analysis was confined to uniform
cantilever beams; the exper%ntal work was extended to mclude~
tapred cantilever beam to simulate an aircraft propeller blade.
Calculations were na3.eon a nondimensional basis for second- and
third-mode vibration; the experiments were carried out on beams of
various le~hs, ~terial~, and cross sections for second-tie
vibration. From this investigation it was concluded that high
vibratory-stress positions are unaffected by the addition of cen-
trifugal force at rotary speeds as high as 100 percent above the
nO~al operating sFeed range of present aeronautical 8QIipIWIt.

Nonrotating vibration surveys of blades therefore are valuable in

.-

.—

predicting-high vibratory-s&ess locations Lmier operating conditions.

INTFKXUCTION

Resonant vtbration causes EMny of the failures encountere”f”in
aircraft propeller blades and in currently used high-speed co@~_ggor
and turbine blades. The high stresses that cause these failures are
brought about by the coincidence of one of the exciting forces
present with one of the natural frequencies of the blade. Con-
siderable prog.resewas male on the study of resonant vibration with
the introduction of strain gages for measuring stress in rotating
parts. This method of measuring vibratory stress in prcpelhr blade-s
has become th standard procedure for determining safe er@ne-propeller
combinations. The results obtained in this manner, however, have
sometimes proved unsatisfacto-rybecause misleading data hav-~’resulted
from the imFroper locatio~ of the strain gages. Many propeller-blad6—
fatigue failures occurred on endurance test stands although the
engine-pr~yeller combination had been pronounced safe on the basis
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of results ob+.minedwith strain-gage vibration su_r.yeys.Such L
failures indicate a need fcr a better method of locatlng strain
Sages on propeller ple,dese The strain gages cauldbe properly
located if the locati~n of the high vibratory-stress positions ~
be determined.

‘ITmaddtttin of centrifugal force causes a considerable chan&e
in the natural.frequencies of a propeller blade. Reference 1 states ._

-.

and theoretical calculations in reference 2 ~inplythaticentrifugal
force also cha~es the mode shapes and high-stress positions of a
vibrating blafie. British inwe~ttgators (Morris and HeaU, and Piper)

—

main~ain, however, that centrifugal force has little or no effect
on mode shape. If this qfinian is corract, a static (norwotathg)
vLbration survey of a blade would result in the location of the high-
wtress positions for tk.etirious natural modes of vibration. Further-
more, only one static survey would be necessary for a particular
type of blade, because goomstrically slmil.a~blades hetvethe SW
mode shapes end would therefore have geometrically similar high-stress “ ‘“
positions. .

In an effort to improve tinechecking of engine-propeller combi- W

nations and to provide a means of predicthg vibration troublo in
high-speed turbines and compressors, the K4CA C1.evslandlaboratory
conducted an investigation tQ determine the offec% of centrifugal
force on the ?mde shape and stress distribution of a rotating blade
~ibrat~ at reso~ce.

The vibrat~on of uniform beans in Q centrifugal-forcefield
was mathsmeti=lly investigated employing a numevical method given
by Mykleatad (rcfmicnce 3) for tho determination of natural frequen-
cies aad mode shapes of such beama. The FroblemWas experimentally
studied by subjecti~ beam of various lczo@ks qndnateriale to
rotational speeds uj to 10154rpr~while vibrating in second mode.
In addition to beams of unifcrm cross section, abeam ofvary’ing
cross section, made to simulate a pra~>ellerblade, was also studied.
Mode shapes were obtained from phatcgraphs taken using a strobo-
scopic light eourceand stress-distributim curves were obtained with
stratn gages. The results of the strain-~age dqta taken on.the
tapered beam (nanrotating)were compared with similar data obtained
on a propeller blade to determine the similarity in properties ofi
the tapered beam and of a propeller blade.

.—
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.MATHZWTICXL FROCEDURX AND REWE.T9

A corrnxulentmethod of detcnmintng frequeneies and m+e shapes

of mtathg beams, such as prspel.ler blades, Iielicoptorrotcw~, and
turbir.eblades, 2s g:ven in reference 3. ThiEInetlad involves
substituting a series @ point masses dnd maseless sprfngs for Vae
be-. ~=e po:nt ~q~es me so Emlected wat the mass- distribution
of the stickitute system ~epresents an approximation of the nass
distcibntion of the actual beam. Slmflarly, the springs are
selectei to repres=nt an anroxhtion of,the elastic distribution.
Oi?Vhe he=. AnGL’.lszaridlinear deflections of each substitute
springj under the ttiluence of unit loading and unit m%entj tie
used as Zm?luence coefficients ‘m the calculation. The nethod cf
calc171ationis analogous to the more comxmly tiown IIolzerrithod
of analyzing torsional vibratims~but 1s saaewhat mere cm@icate~_?
particula~ly wk.enthe effect of cmtrif+ugal fmce is-introduced.
The calculation is made by assumkg& rxituralf>equ-enc~and “cmputtng
the e.z~lar and linear deflec>io~, pointl?y p&at, proceed= fycm
the free end of the beam to the fixed end. The assumed freqconcy
iEIan actual natural frequency if the calculated deflectioru”rn6&
the end conditions at the fixed end. With skill .tke cci~~ct

fr~qugncy ~q be detefi~e~ after two or tmee cdculet30nS.

Although this method represents an approximation o? actual
conditions, the ecct?racyof the resulting values % Wnitet only
by the number of mass-spr<~ sets used in apprcxinathg the beam.
All the calculation for this investi~tion were made using 13 eq~al
concentrated r=sse: located at the midpoints of 10 equal sectims”
of.the beam. The acc’uracyof this app~axi-tin is skcwn in
figure 1 where the second-mode deflection curvesj calcu’lakedby
*he M@le=tad method (reference 3) and 3Y saluticn of the theoretical
eguation based on s+i?nple-beamthe~-y given in reference 4, are
plotted far a nonrotating ufifcmn cantilever beam. The Mykles+afl
n.ethcdfor this de~ee of appr.~xinationaccurately determines-the
critical locatims of We deflection curves; n=ely, the ndesj
the antinodes, and the inflection points. Relative EmqWtudes,
however, are i3mew3at @ errcr.

.4plot of tlieKyklestad calcd_ation for a uniform cant?.lever
beam vibrati~ in second mode, wh~~e.r&at@ at a sy.ff~such that
the ratio of .an@lm ~el~city (radians/see) ta nata.ralar@l&
frequency (rati.ane/sec)ko/p)is C.292, is shown in figure 2. A
deflection curve of a cantilever bean with no rotation, as OELlCti:
lated from.the theoreti=l Wua%ian of reference 4, is ?l*.ted
on the same figure. Fi~e 3 shcws tke same type of plxk for
tlnird-mode~~?m.ation. The M@rlestad calculation for this figure

—
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was made with U/P = 0.160. The two ratios, 0.292 (fig. 2) and
0.1.60(fig. 3), represent angulax velocities approx-imately100 per-
Ceilt alo~e the rotative speads.encmntared fn operation and wero
selected to engha~iz~ aqy effect rotation might have on tine
location of critical Toints in the deflection curves.

l?i~we 2 indicates that no shift of critical points occurs
because of rotabion. The smell shift.in azkinode positions in
fi~ure 3 is attributed to insufficientma~s-spr~ cambtnations for
accuracy at this higher mode cf vibration.

AEAUL4TUS A-NDTEST PROCEW3E

The experimental data were obtained with the apparatus (fig. 4),
which included instruments fm retarding deflection, angular
velocity, and vibration frequem<yo The setup provides a means of
eimulta.neouslyvibrating and roiiab~ a beam. A photoelectric
tube, which-actuated a str~bceccpe, was uSad to “s~op” the keam for
photographing the ti?xmtion duri~rdation. White dote were painted
on the bcm.mto facilitate..photographingand measuring. The ::
photoelectric-tube signal was also recorded on w asdillographfor
use as a revolution counter. The signal from a vibration pickup
located on the hedplate was .impreaeedon cux$:herchennel of tho
oscillograph as a aiwlt~eam frequency counter. ““Strain gages,
located as shuwn in figuro 57 were u%e~ to obtain vibratmy hmss- ;
distribution data.

Three different beams were used in the eqerinont. The first

beam was of law-carbon steel with a cross section of 1 b-y~ +inch

and had a free length of 17~~ inches. The beam was mounted as a

cantilever with tho “fixedend at the centcm of rotation. “Vartmla
speeds from O to 1015 rpmwere set ti.ththe ~table-speed driving
unit. The speed af the exciter was set for re60nant second-mode
vilmaticn at each “in?the rotatimal speeds. A“~O-~ecti”f”ilrn
earposure‘as mede at e~ch ~peed and reccz?ieof the angular velocity
and vibration frequency were obtained. The runs were then repeated
with the beem encloEed in a transparent plastic box (fig. 6) to
elininate any effect of aerodynmnt.c.3amp”* that might accompany
comb+inedrotation and vibration.

4
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Strain Gages were c~nted to the top of the Wezn. The lead
wires wmre cemented to the top of the beam and run to a E!lip-ring
asse~bly having 13 channels. The signals from the strain pyges



were impressed cm a multichannel oscillogmph capable of stiultane-
ously recording 12 stresses. Reccrds of the vibratory stress were
obtained a% speeds of 0, 5’36,and 1015 rp?nat second-mode resonance. “.

The second boamwas of soft brass with a cross section of 1 by

~ Inch and had a free length of 20 inches.
——

Deflection photqjraphs

were taken cf this bGE&Uat various angulau velocities ranging from O
to 996 rpm.

The ti~irdbean was of iow-ca~kon steel with a crms section

that varied ‘anifmxly from Z by& inch a: tinefixed end to 1 by

x

were ob+%inet!for t~hetapered team as for tfieunLs@n steel be=m.”
-.r

In order t~ obtati moFa c.aa@ete data on tAe tapered beam,
18 strain gages wee-eWed. “Bcc=&se only 12 gage signals could be
recorded at one t~e, tineg~es were ~?irodtitQ ti?O ~OUpS Of .

.-

12 gages.each, tilecentral six gag>s being ccmmon to botlnsets.
One r%ord of each set was taken at each test point. The data frcm
the six c-on gages were used to vcrroct for mall cki-es in
amplitude between PeaE&+y3.

A hollow steel propeller blade was so no’m%ed as to be snpym%d
in ticesame manner cm in an actual propeller hub. Stra+- gages were
mounted on the camber side along tilemaxirmm camber :ine. Simul-
taneous records of tending stress alon~ the blade were obtained with
tinepropeller bLade sub~ected to nonrotatlng seco~d-node @_bratic~. -_ _

IKFERIbfiZWALKESULTS

Photographs cf tlheuniform cantilever steel be=, tibrating In
seccrd mode end i-~tathg at speeds o< 1015, 536, and O ~a, arc

.—

shown in figure 7. Measurefientswere made frcm enlav~anents of
these photograp-hsand the data are plctted in figure 9.

--
T%e only

change in these cur-resreeuiting from an increase in speed of
—.

rotation is a decrease in relative antlzmde amplitude.

Tke ~eriment was then repeated wiiththe beam enclosed in ‘&e
traxqm,rent plastic box to d’minate any effects cf rotatioti
aerodynamic damping. When the results of measurements EW30 froa
enlargements of the photographs shown in figure ‘3were plotted, %Ee
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the same as those obtained ti~ththe un- 4
therefore concluded that the effect of
damping could be tieglected.inth+ experiments,” ..

Experimmtal vibratory stress-d%tribution Gurves tor the uni-
form cantile~er steel he= were obtained from the second derivatives
of the defloctl.oncur-;esshow= in figure 8. Those stress-distribution
curves, together with strain-gage readingej a.e shown in figure 10, .

An accurate check
Eq?eedsBf rotation wm
speed eccordi~n to t~.e

where

f resona.nt

‘3 resonant

K ccnstant

of second-mode resonant frequency at various
made. Tke frequency was aeswaed tn vary with
formula derived from that given in reference 5

‘=-

...—

_ .-
.

freqcenzy, cycles per ~ecmd -:~.

frequency at O rpm, cycles-per second z

c1 angular velocity of beam, revolutions per second

The value of tineconstant K for second mode ohhined frcm experi-
.-.-

mental data was 6.55 as compared wtth an approximate value of 6
given in reference 5. A comparison of.curves obtained.by using
these two constants is given in figuyd 11. .,” . . _7-

-. —-
.-

In order to elininate any coincidence iiivolvlngthe material
cont3tantsor dinensims, a brass beam of different length smd CYOSS
section was used in the second p=+ af the experiment. E3troboscopic“
photographs or this beam are presented..inf$yre 12. Deflection
measurements made from enl=”gements of YQure 3.2are plotted in
figure 13 and cai be cciup~ed yith the d~flection ourves of the

—--

uniform cantilever steel beam shown in figure 8.
—

The identical
nature of the two sets of deflection curves for the unifcrm canti--

,-

lever brags and steel beams eliminated any necessity for a stress
analysis of the brass beam. F&om these data, it-is Gtiidentthat the
physical constants of the material or the dimenslmns.havono effect
on tileelastic curve of a vibrating unifwm cantilever beam. This
conclusion is valid for both stationary aml rotating beams.

b
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Deflection curves for the t’aperedcantilever steel beam were
obtained, as in the previous experiments, from the photo&aphs
shown in figwre 14 and are presented in figure 15. The relation
between antinode and tip deflection is considerably char~ed from
the uniform cantilever-beam relation but the node occurs at the
same place, that is, 78 pm-cent of tha length from the fixed end.
The same tendency in antinode deflection compared.with tip
deflection occurs with inoreased angular velocity, as in tk case.
of the uniform cantilever beam; that is, the antinode loop be-
comes smaller in relation to tiu e.mlitude with increase in

7

.

angular velocity of the beam. stress distribution at a rotational
speed of O rpm was obtained from the second derivative of the
deflection curve (fi~. 15(c)) and is plotted h figure 16 with the

—

experimental points obtained from strain gages.

The tapered cantilever steel beam used in this experimnt wa6
so ohosen as to represent a typical variation in cross-section
moment of inertia along a propeller blade. In Order to determine
the degree of approximation of the tapered beam to a propeller
blade, strafn-gage measurements were made along the maximum camber
line of a hollow steel propeller bla?e vibrating in second uode.
These stress mea~ments are plotted in figure 16 together with .
the stress distribution of the tapered cantilever steel beam.

DISCUSSION

A compar%on of the curves presented in figure 17, based on
the resvlts of both experiments and calculations, indicate that the
introduction of centrifugal force has no effect on the maximum
dynamic-stress locations in a vibrating cantilever beam fixed at
the center of rotation withirithe tivestigated speed range. The
general.shape of the deflection curve, in particular the location
of node positions, is also unaffected by rotation although relative
amplitudes vary; that is, the amplitude of antinode 100QS relative
to tip amplitude decreases with increasing rotational speed. Because
node and maximum dynamic-stress locations are invariant,”sta”tic-
bending vibration surveys of lee.msthat will be subsequently subjected.
to vibratory forces in a centrifugal-force fteld will locate critical
aueas for strain-gage locatfon in rotary testing, This proceduzw
will decrease the possibility of misleading data because of improperly
located strain gages.

—

?

b

.
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}
COTTCLUS1ONS

Two important conclusions my be drawn on the basis of t& study
of beam vibrating in a cmtrifugal-force field: ‘

1. Node positions and maximum vibratmry-strees locations are
unaffected by centrifugal force within the investigated speed.range
in a cantilever beam fixed at the center of rotatian and vibrating
in bending modes.

2. Static-yihration sul’veysof propeller blades and similar
rotating parts may be utilized to pr6dict the mqxi~ vibratory-
stress”positions in such blades under oprai~” conditions.

Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory, A

1.

2.

,
3,

4.

5.

Nation~l Advieory Committ~e f~r Aero@.tics,
Cleveland, Ohio, Septemoer 18, 1946. .“
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‘7s O Simple-beam theory (referenoe 4)
50 H Myklestad method (referenee 3)
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Figure 1. - Comparison of calculated second-mode deflection
g curves for nonrotating uhlform cantilever beam.
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A Figure 2. - Effect of centrifugal force on second-mode

{S deflection curve of uniform cantilever beam.
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7at- p = 0.0 (reference 4)

~m * Ca::u: ~d with Myklestad method
? s Oelm (reference 3)
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Figure 3. - Effect of oentrlfugal force on third-mode
deflection curve of unifox?m-cantilever beam.
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Figure 4, - Test setup for taking stroboscopic photographs of rotating beam.
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slip-ring assembly _

L“

.- Fig. 5
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beam

Pulley for drive from
variable-speed driving
unit

H
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1- 1 1 +

Vibration
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Figure 5. - Diagrammatic sketch of setup far measuring vibra-
tory- stress along cantilever beam that is simultaneously
rotating and vibrating.
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Figure 6. - Cantilever beam enclosed in plastic box to eliminate rotational aero-

dynamic damping effect.
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(a) Rotational speed, 1015 rpm; frequency, 57.9 cycles per second.

[b) Rotational speed, 536 rpm; frequency, 44.7 cycles per second.

(c) Rotational speed, O rpm; frequency, 38.6 cycles per second.
●

NACA
C. 15801
9-6.46

n

Figure 7. - Stroboscopic photographs of uniform cantilever dteel beam fixed at center .
m

Of rotation and vibrating in second mode at various speeds’ of rotat ion. -1
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(c) Rotational speed, O rpm.
Figure 8. - Experimental deflection curves or uniform cantilever

steel beam fixed at center of rotation and vibrating in second
mode while rotating at various speeds.
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la) Rotational speed, 1015 rpm; frequency, 57.9 cycles per second.

(b] Rotational speed, 536 rpm; frequency, 44.7 cycles per second.

.
[c) Rotational speed, O rpm; frequency, 38,6 cycles per second.

NACA

c- 15802
9-6-46

Figure 9. - Stroboscopic photographs of uniform cantilever steel beam enclosed in trans- ~

Parent plastic box fixed at center of rotation and vibrating In second mode at various ~

speeds of rotation.
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(b) Rotational speed, 536 rpm.
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Fig= 10. - Vibratory stress-distribution ourves of unlfoFu!
Oa’itihVer steel beam fixed at centep of rotation and vlbratiag
in second mode while rotating at various speeds. Stress curves
drawn from second deri~tive of expertiental deflechlon curves
of figure 8. Experimen~al points obtained ~ strain-gage
readhgs.
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Figure 11. - Variation of second-mode natural frequeney with
rotational speed for uniform cantilever steel beam, 1/16 inch

deep, 1 inch across, and 17% inches long with fixed end at

center of rotation.
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Figure 12. - Stroboscopic photographs of uniform cantilever brass beam fixed at center ~

of rotation and vibrating in second mode at various speeds of rotation. a
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(a) Rotational speed, 998 rpm.
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(b) Rotational speed, 525 rpm. ~
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F-e 13. - ~pe*menta3. deflectionourvesof uniform
brass besm$ised at centesof rotationand vibrating
mode while sotatingat variousspeeds.
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[c) Rotational speed, O rpm; frequency, 80 cycles per second.
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Figure 14. - Stroboscopic photographs of tapered canti lever steel beam fixed

of rotation and vibrating In second mode at various speeds of rotation.
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(a) Rotational speed, 1010 rpm.
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(b) Rotational speed, 503 rim.
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Figure 15. - Experimental deflection curves of tapered cantilever
steel beam fixed at center of rotation d v~bratine in second
mode whtle rotating at various speeds.
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defleotlon curve (flg. 15(o)) of tapered cantilever steel beam. Experimental ~inta
obtained from straln~ readings.
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Fig. 17

0 Experimental pints
o Calculated with simple-beam theory

(reference 4)
❑ Calculated with Myklestad method

(referenoe 3)
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(a) Angular frequency ratio, O.
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(b) Angular frequeney ratio, 0.292.

Figure 17. - Comparison of theoretloal and experimental
showing seeond-mode defleotlons of UXMform cantilever
two rotatlonsa
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